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Comments:  

Alina chose a complex topic combining the problems of energy policies of several actors (Russia, EU) on 

different levels (companies, states) and the communication strategies of these actors. Generally said, she did 

a great job. Although I may not agree with some of the conclusions (I would not link the friendlier attitude 

of the Europeans to Gazprom in the 2009 crisis compared to 2006 crisis just to the communication strategies 

of Gazprom - p.57, Gazprom is not operating at loss currently - 63) they are just minor ones and should not 

affect the general opinion.  

Alina shows great command in energy and also public communication strategies and also of the theoretical 

framework of both the fields. She reflects the possible combinations and problems (offensive vs defensive 

communication strategy, reality vs perception of reality). The literature is adequate. My only comment will 

be connected with the structure and the conclusion, which is rather short.    

To conclude, from my point of view, the paper reflects the discussion about the projects.        

 



Specific Questions for oral defence: 

Were the PR strategies influenced by the recent oversupply of gas in Europe? 
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